
Accessory equipment series 9.. 99axa E
analogue input for outside temperature dependent control

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Subjects to alterations 99axa_e.docx / 1910430

This accessory equipment measures the outside temperature und calculates each corresponding setpoint
value “SP”, for example for the supply temperature of a heating circuit in consideration of the adjusted
basis setpoint value “SPb” (correlated to +20°C outside temperature) and the adjusted steepness “St”, in
accordance to the below diagram.
Optionally, lowering the temperature at night “dtn” is activated by closing a binary input (for example
external switch clock).
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Type summary: List.-no.:

For outside temperature measurement with Pt 100 DIN, range preadjusted -30...+70°C: 99axa
Type as above, but with option for lowering the temperature at night:  99axan

Operation (in addition):

Operating status:

For series 92/93 only:
Display line 1 shows the actual value of the supply temperature (measuring input 1)
Display line 2 shows the actual value of the outside temperature (measuring input 2)
The actual calculated setpoint value is displayed by brief pressing the P-button.
(Depending on type, further displays or switch over to further values)

For series 903/93 only:
Factory adjusted the values of input 1 (supply) and 2 (outside temperature) as well as the actual setpoint
value are displayed with plain text indication.

Parameter level 1: factory adjustment: notes:

SPb Basis setpoint value with outside temp. +20°C, range 0...400°C 20 _____
St Steepness, range 0,1...5,0 K/K 1,0 _____
dtn Lowering the temperature at night, range 0...400 K 0 _____

Parameter level 2:

Lo/Hi Limitation of the calculated setpoint value,
Upper- / lower limit relating to  meas. range _____

Corresponding terminals (example):

Terminal- no.: Connection of:
For series 92/93 only:
1 / 2 / 3  analogue input 1 (PT100) regulating variable, for example supply
4 / 5 / 6 analogue input 2 (PT100) outside temperature
19 / 20 binary input 1 for example external switch clock

For series 903/93 only:
a1 / a2 / a3 analogue input 1 (PT100) influenceable regulating variable
a6 / a7 / a8 analogue input 2 (PT100) changeable reference variable
b99 / b1 binary input 1 for example external switch clock
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